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Purpose- The purpose of the manual is to provide users an overall view of how to 
input and monitor data for the national MRV system in reducing climate change 
impacts and enhancing sustainable development

► The manual is intended to inform policy 
makers and implementers at the national and 
international level.

► It is also intended for managers and 
technicians.

► The manual begins with the different 
components of the MRV, and it then goes into 
the instructions on how to use each section.

► It is important for the users to understand 
each component of the MRV, its 
terminologies and concept to better and 
effectively use the MRV tool properly.
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Selection of Indicators

MRV System covering all 
sectors

The “Intervention” that 
basically looks at how 
indicators will be verified.
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Selection of Indicators
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► Example of SDG to be collected by the Transport Department 

► It is recommended SDGs and indicators presented should be monitored by the user, respective 
to sectors

► This section on SDGs will be filled out in the MRV component under the domain section
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Section on MRV
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3► When choosing a specific 
action to fill out. The 
second column will indicate 
the number of indicator you 
want to choose.

► Each actions has drop down  
boxes with indicators to chose 
from.

► The “effect” column indicate 
whether the impact of the 
indicator has a (+,-) outcome 
on the action

► The domain section shows where 
the user will input information on 
non-GHG.

► The previous slide on the 
“selection of indicators for 
non-GHG” should be inputted in 
this section # 3.
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Example of the tool in use with a quantitative 
perspective
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► First action has two indicators. 

The effect shows a positive 
outcome. Seeing that no SDGs is 
being monitored for this action, it 
does not need to be filled out.
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► Seeing the target value is a 2% difference for 2030. A 0.25 intervention 
value is given as an example. Based on that value, the NAIs estimate 
shows a  value of 1. It estimates what improvement has been made 
before the monitoring has started. The NAIs monitored shows a zero 
improvement value, these are calculated for each indicator in order to 
evaluate the sustainable development benefits. Note: these are more 
relevant for non-GHG impacts. With all the values  inputted, a project 
success value would be determined. The present value shows a 13% 
project success.



Example of the tool in use with a qualitative 
perspective
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► Second action presented is policy 

base. It has no numeric value to be 
used to determine monitoring success. 

► For qualitative scenarios, assessing 
monitoring success can be can be done 
once a target value is established, the 
user will be able to fill out the 
relevant columns. 

► Example: The “interconnection policy developed and implemented” A 
target value use can be 50%, so base on the status of the policy being 
developed and implemented a 10%(10, 20,30, 40, 50) can be allotted to 
each component of the policy that is completed. 

► Note that user will need to determine what completion ranking system 
they want to use as it relates to qualitative actions. Or users can use 
the 50% valuation. Once the target value is identified it will be easy to 
complete the table.



Intervention
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► The intervention shows the indicators 

that will be use for monitoring a specific 
action, it also shows the entity involve in 
monitoring and frequency of reporting

► Note: that sector leads will be the ones 
filling out QC & QA procedures for each 
perspective indicator for their sector.

► Note: The intervention is link to the monitoring 
sheet. Each serial number is linked to each 
indicator in the sheet. In order to include new 
indicators, changes would be needed to be made 
within the monitoring sheet by including a new 
row and adjusting the numbering by placing 
cursor over the cell of the unchanged numbering 
and dragging down.



Monitoring sheet
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► The monitoring sheet will be inputted manually by 

the user

► After the baseline value, the value applied will be 
the target value information to be included. 

►  Year one- will include information/value after the 
monitoring is done for that year etc.



List of Indicators
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► How to include new indicators in the MRV 

component for sectors under “indicator selection” 
?

► Go to indicator section, include a new row and 
input a new indicator. Highlight the entirety of the 
indicators, go over go to data, click on data 
validation.

► Choose list in the drop-down 
box, under “Allow”

► Identify the source location you 
want to place this information. 



Thanks 
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